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Abstra t
We present a novel approa h to automati ally annotate images solely using asso iated text.

We dete t and

lassify all entities (persons and obje ts) in the text after

whi h we determine the salien e (the importan e of an entity in a text) and visualness
(the extent to whi h an entity
these measures to

an be per eived visually) of these entities. We

ombine

ompute the probability that an entity is present in the image. The

suitability of our approa h was su

essfully tested on 900 image-text pairs of Yahoo!

News.

1

Introdu tion

Our so iety deals with a growing bulk of unstru tured, ele troni

information su h as text,

images and video, a situation witnessed in many domains (news, biomedi al information, intelligen e information, business do uments, et .). This growth

reates an in reasing demand

for more ee tive tools to sear h the information and to summarize the results. Moreover,
there is the need to mine information from texts and images when they

ontribute to de ision

making by governments, businesses and other institutions.
The

apability to a

urately re ognize

ontribute to improved indexing,
je tive of the CLASS proje t

1

ontent in unstru tured information would largely

lassi ation, ltering and interrogation. The

video and asso iated text to be automati ally analyzed and stru tured.
and asso iated texts never

entral ob-

is to develop advan ed learning methods that allow images,
Although images

ontain pre isely the same information, in many situations texts

oer valuable information that helps to interpret the image. Currently, obje t re ognition in
images is still a di ult task to perform and this has
the a

aused an in reasing interest in using

ompanying textual des riptions as a weak annotation of image

Images (and video)

an be a

ompanied by a variety of texts, su h as

text on a web page or video trans ripts. The
of the image very
but the texts often

ontent of these texts

ontent.
aptions, surrounding
an mat h the

losely or only quite loosely. Often a kernel of parallel
ontain other,

and vi e versa.
1 http:// lass.inrialpes.fr/

omplementary

ontent

ontent is present,

ontent whi h is not present in the image

In

urrent approa hes, the text that a

ompanies an image is often seen as a bag of words,

ignoring that the text's dis ourse stru ture and semanti s allow for a more ne-grained identi ation of what

ontent might be present in the image. In this paper we test the feasibility

of automati ally annotating images by using textual information in nearly parallel image-text
pairs, in whi h most of the

ontent of the image

versa. Re ognized parallel patterns

orresponds to

ontent of the text and vi e

an then be used to better align

ontent in

omparable

orpora or to annotate images even in the absen e of text.
In this paper we fo us on the relatively short texts a
will

reate an appearan e model representing the

ompanying images of news events. We

ontent in the text that des ribe

ontent in

the image. Currently we only extra t entities, i.e. persons and obje ts. Se tion 2 des ribes
how we extra t the entities from the text. The texts often des ribe many entities, of whi h
only a fra tion is present in the image. We want to be able to predi t what entities are likely
to appear in the image and what entities are not. Here for, we dene two measures,
and

visualness.

4 we dene and
5 to

In se tion 3 we will dene and

salien e

ompute the salien e measure and in se tion

ompute the visualness. We will then

ombine these two measures in se tion

ompute the probability of an entity beeing present in the image. It is important to

note that in none of these steps we perform an analysis of the image. We solely rely on the
synta ti

and semanti

be used in

stru ture of the texts. This does not ex lude that our methods

ombination with image re ognition te hniques. We have su

an

esfully tested our

te hnologies on 900 image-text pairs in se tion 6.

2

Entity dete tion

The rst step in building our appearan e model of the text is entity dete tion and

lassi-

 ation. Here for we employ natural language pro essing, more spe i ally part-of-spee h
tagging, after whi h we
name
2.1

lassify the entities a

ording to their WordNet synset or their proper

ategory (named entity re ognition).

Natural Language Pro essing of the texts

We restri t the natural language pro essing of the texts to part-of-spee h tagging (i.e., dete ting the synta ti

word

lass su h as noun, verb, et .)

and senten e parsing (i.e., the

dete tion of the dependen y tree of a senten e). We have used LTPOS (Mikheev 1997) and
the Charniak (2000) parser respe tively.

Part-of-spee h tagging allows identifying nouns,

whi h is needed for the re ognition of entities. The parse tree of a senten e will
in the salien e dete tion of an entity (see below).

In order to more a

entities and their salien e, the tool Lingpipe resolved the noun phrase

2

the form of pronouns . Two entities are

onsidered as

ontribute

urately dete t the

oreferents that are in

oreferents when they both refer to the

same noun phrase in the situation des ribed by the text (e.g., in the senten es: Dan Quayle
met his wife in

ollege. He married her shortly after he nished his studies, his and he"

orefer to Dan Quayle", her"
2 http://www.alias-i. om/lingpipe/

orefers to wife").

Entity lassi ation

2.2

After determining the part-of-spee h of every word in a senten e, and thus dete ting entities, we want
to

lassify every entity a

ording to a

ertain ontology. We employ the WordNet (Fellbaum 1998)

lexi al database. This database organizes English nouns, verbs, adje tives and adverbs in synsets. A
synset is a

olle tion of words that have a

lose meaning and that represent an underlying

on ept.

An example of su h a synset is person, individual, someone, somebody, mortal, soul. All these words
refer to a human being. Usually a single word

an be assigned to multiple synsets, ea h representing

a dierent meaning of that word. For instan e, the word nail is present in 3 synsets, representing
the
to

on epts ngernail, pie e of metal used in

onstru tion and former unit of length. In order

orre tly assign a noun in a text to its synset, i.e., to disambiguate the sense of this word, we

use a

lassier that was developed by the authors and whi h is des ribed in (Des ha ht and Moens

2006). However, this does not oer a satisfa tory solution for proper names, sin e the amount of
proper names is possible indenite.

To tag proper names we use a Named Entity Re ognizer of

Lingpipe. The Lingpipe pa kage re ognizes persons, lo ations and organizations. These labels allow
us to assign the

3

orresponding WordNet synset.

Dete tion of the Salien e of an Entity

The salien e of an entity gives a measure of the importan e of this entity in the text. Typi ally a

tf (term frequen

entity. For

y) x

idf (inverse do

ument frequen y) is

ertain types of tasks this

al ulation yields a

omputed for the terms that represent an
eptable results. For short texts, as the

ones we use in our experiments below, the majority of the entities are only mentioned on e, making
it impossible to use this measure. To reliable dis riminate the salien e of entities, we resort to an in
depth salien e analysis of the dis ourse and senten es. We present here a method for

omputing the

salien e s ore of an entity based on the analysis of the dis ourse and an analysis of the individual
senten es.

3.1

Dis ourse segmentation

The dis ourse segmentation module, whi h we developed in earlier resear h, hierar hi ally and sequentially segments the dis ourse in dierent topi s and subtopi s resulting in a table of
of a text (Moens 2006). The table shows the main entities and the related subtopi
tree-like stru ture that also indi ates the segments (by means of
tity applies. The algorithm dete ts patterns of themati
the main topi

ontents

entities in a

hara ter pointers) to whi h an en-

progression in texts and

an thus re ognize

of a senten e (i.e., about whom or what the senten e speaks) and the hierar hi al

and sequential relationships between individual topi s. A mixture model, taking into a

ount dif-

ferent dis ourse features, is trained with the Expe tation Maximization algorithm on the annotated
DUC-2003

orpus. We use the resulting dis ourse segmentation to dene the salien e of individual

entities that are re ognized as topi s of a senten e.

1

We

ompute for ea h noun entity

er

in the

dis ourse its salien e (Sal ) in the dis ourse tree, whi h is proportional with the depth of the entity
in the dis ourse tree -hereby assuming that deeper in this tree the more detailed topi s of a text are
des ribed- and normalize this value to be between zero and one. When an entity o
subtrees, its maximum s ore is

3.2

urs in dierent

hosen.

Renement with senten e parse information

Be ause not all entities of the text are
renement of the

aptured in the dis ourse tree, we implement an additional

omputation of the salien e of an entity whi h is inspired by Moens et al. (2006).

The segmentation module already determines the main topi
topi

of a senten e, we

of a senten e. Compared to the main

an determine the relative importan e of the other entities in a senten e

relying on the relationships between entities as signaled by the parse tree. When determining the
salien e of an entity, we take into a
and the number of

2

ount the level of the entity mention in the parse tree (Sal ),

3

hildren for the entity in this stru ture (Sal ), where the normalized s ore is

respe tively inversely proportional with the depth of the parse tree where the entity o
proportional with the number of

hildren.

1 Sal2

ombine the three salien e values (Sal ,

We

and

Sal3 )

experimentally determined (also see se tion 6) reasonable
are respe tively

4

0.8, 0.1 and 0.1.

urs, and

Eventually, we

by using a linear weighting. We have

oe ients for these three values, whi h

ould learn these

oe ients from a training

orpus.

Dete tion of the Visualness of an Entity

In se tions 2 and 3 we have

reated a appearan e model of the text.

This appearan e model

represents the entities in the text together with an importan e s ore for every entity. When trying
to predi t what entities are visible in the image, we experien ed that some entities are far more
probably to appear than others. Take for example the entity thought. This entity will never (or
only indire tly) appear in the image. To

visualness, whi

apture this kind of information, we dene the measure

h is dened as the extent to whi h an entity

an be per eived visually. To determine

this visualness, we rely on the external resour e WordNet. The

omputation of the visualness for a

given synset is independent of the text that synset is used in.

4.1

WordNet similarity

We determine the visualness for every synset in a text using a method that was inspired by Kamps
and Marx (2002). Kamps and Marx use a distan e measure dened on the adje tives of the WordNet
database together with two seed adje tives to determine the emotive or ae tive meaning of any
given adje tive. They

ompute the relative distan e of the adje tive to the seed synsets good and

bad and use this distan e to dene a measure of ae tive meaning.
We take a similar approa h to determine the visualness of a given synset. We rst dene a similarity
measure between synsets in the WordNet database. Then we sele t a set of seed synsets, i.e. synsets
with a predened visualness, and use the similarity of a given synset to the seed synsets to determine
the visualness.

4.2

Distan e measure

The WordNet database denes dierent relations between its synsets.

An important relation for

nouns is the hypernym/hyponym relation. A noun X is a hypernym of a noun Y if Y is a subtype
or instan e of X. For example, bird is a hypernym of penguin (and penguin is a hyponym of
bird). A synset in WordNet

an have one or more hypernyms. This relation organizes the synsets

in a hierar hi al tree (Hayes 1999).
The similarity measure dened by Lin (1998) uses the hypernym/hyponym relation to
semanti

in the tree) synset

S2

S1

and

S2 .

and

S2 .

Then it

similarity between two WordNet synsets

Sp

that is a parent of both

S1

omputes the similarity of

as

sim(S1 , S2 ) =

ompute a

First it nds the most spe i

2logP (Sp )
logP (S1 ) + logP (S2 )

(lowest

S1

and

P (Si ) is the probability of labeling any word in a text with synset Si or with
endants of Si in the WordNet hierar hy. We estimate these probabilities by ounting

Here the probability
one of the des

the number of o
where all noun

uren es of a synset in the Sem or

orpus (Fellbaum 1998; Landes et al. 1998),

hunks are labeled with their WordNet synset. The probability

P (Si )

is

omputed

as

P
C(Si )
+ K
P (Si ) = PN
k=1 P (Sk )
C(S
)
n
n=1
where

C(Si )

is the number of o

is the number of

hildren of

Si .

uren es of

Si , N

is the total number of synsets in WordNet and

K

The WordNet::Similarity pa kage (Pedersen et al. 2004) implements

this distan e measure and was used by the authors.

Seed synsets

4.3

We have manually sele ted 25 seed synsets in WordNet, trying to
en ounter in the test

over the topi s we were likely to

person, vehi le, animal,

orpus (see se tion 6). We have sele ted the visual (

house, organism, desk, oat, book, weapon, body, physi al entity) and the not visual seed synsets
power, danger, thought, knowledge, air, sleep, test, ountry, organization, lo ation, pi ture, ontest,
abstra t entity, thing) by hand and set their visualness to either 1 (visual) or 0 (not visual). We
(

determine the visualness of all other synsets using these seed synsets. A synset that is
visual seed synset gets a high visualness and vi e versa. We

vis(s) =

X

vis(si )

i

where

lose to a

hoose a linear weighting:

sim(s, si )
C(s)

vis(s) returns a number between 0 and 1 denoting the visualness of a synset s, si are the seed
sim(s, t) returns a number between 0 and 1 denoting the similarity between synsets s and
C(s) is onstant given a synset s:

synsets,

t

and

C(s) =

X

sim(s, si )

i
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Cross-media entity re ognition

We align

ontent (e.g., persons, obje ts) found in a text

the assumption that
probability of the o

ontent of a text that
urren e of an entity

be independent.

P (eim |t)

eim

with the a

ompanying image based on

an be visualized is present in the image, and that the

eim

with the degree of visualness and salien e of
the produ t of the salien e of the entity

t

in the image, given a text

eim

in

t.

t, P (eim |t), is
P (eim |t) is

In our framework,

proportional
omputed as

and its visualness s ore, as we assume both s ores to

denes a ranking of the text's entities.

6

Experiments and results

We

arry out experiments on a data set of images and a

3

Yahoo! News website . Every image has an a

3 http://news.yahoo. om/

ompanying texts, retrieved from the

ompanying text whi h des ribes the

ontent of the

San Fran is o Giants' Barry Bonds hugs his son Nikolai after
hitting a two-run home run o of Colorado Ro kies' Byung-Hyun
Kim, of South Korea, in the fourth inning of their baseball game in
San Fran is o, Sunday, May 28, 2006. It was Bonds' areer home
run number 715, surpassing Babe Ruth on the all time home run
list.

Figure 1: Example image-text pair

image.

This text will in general dis uss one or more persons in the image, possibly one or more

other obje ts, the lo ation and the event for whi h the pi ture was taken. Not all persons or obje ts
who are pi tured in a photograph are ne essarily des ribed in the text. The inverse is also true, i.e.
ontent mentioned in the text may not be present in the image. On average the texts have a length
of 40.98 words,

ontaining 21.10 words that refer to entities of whi h 4.29 refer to entities that are

present in the image.
An example of an image-text pair is given in g. 1. Here the entities Barry Bonds and Nikolai
are dis ussed in the text and appear on the image. The entities San Fran is o, Giants, home
run, Colorado Ro kies, Byung-Hyun Kim, inning, baseball game, Sunday, May,  areer,
number,Babe Ruth and list are dis ussed in the text but are not pi tured in the image.
In the framework of the CLASS proje t we evaluate several aspe ts of our appearan e model of the
text. First we evaluate the visualness s ore that we assign to proper and

ommon names. Se ondly,

we evaluate the ranking of the entities in the text with the entities in the image. Ex ept for the
rst evaluation where we separately evaluate visualness, all other performan e measures evaluate
the integrated te hnologies for salien e and visualness dete tion. We do not separately evaluate our
te hnology for salien e dete tion as this te hnology was already extensively evaluated in the past
(Moens et al. 2005; Moens 2006). We do not evaluate part-of-spee h tagging and senten e parsing
on this

orpus sin e we assume that the a

ura y for these tasks is similar to values reported in

literature (Mikheev 1997; Charniak 2000).

6.1

Evaluating visualness

To evaluate the visualness measure, one human annotator has
Yahoo!

News

orpus as either visual (220) or non-visual (377).

represents an entity whi h

lassied all nouns 30 texts of the
A noun is

onsidered visual if it

an be per eived visually. Note that for this experiment it is not required

that the entity does ee tively appear in the image (as opposed to the experiments in se tion 6.2).
Sin e our algorithm for determining the visualness returns a oating number instead of a binary
lassi ation, we use the following evaluation measure for
the manual

omparing the ma hine

lassi ation with

lassi ation:

Eval1

=

1 X
(1 − |V IS(er ) − vis(er )|)
N r

(1)

Eval1
Baseline

36.03%

Visualness algorithm

89.37%

Table 1: Evaluation of visualness on 597 noun phrases using

Here

N

is the number of entities

er

in the 30 annotated texts,

sr

whi h denotes the visualness of the entity

vis(er )

onsidered visible,

(eq. 1).

is a number between

as determined by our algorithm, and

0 or 1, denoting the visualness as determined by the annotator. We
baseline approa h where all nouns are

Eval1

V IS(er )

0

and

1

is either

ompare our algorithm with a

onsistent with the

ommon bag-of-words

approa h where all nouns in a text annotate the image. The results are shown in table 1. We see
that our algorithm performs signi antly better than the baseline approa h.

6.2

Evaluating alignment

To test the ranking generated by our system we have annotated 900 image-text pairs of the Yahoo!
News dataset. For every text-image pair one human annotator has sele ted the entities that appear
both in the text and in the image (3430 entities) and sorted these based on their per eived importan e
in the image. If two or more entities were

onsidered equally important in the image by the annotator,

they were ranked on the same position of salien e. We

E.

all the resulting ranking the expert ranking

For example, in g. 1 two entities are present in the image, Barry Bonds and Nikolai where

both have equal importan e.

The entities Byung-Hyun Kim and Babe Ruth (and others) are

present in the text but are not present in the image and are thus not annotated. The ranking that
was automati ally generated from the text and ranked a
the image is

alled the ma hine ranking or

ording to the probability of presen e in

M.

For our rst evaluation we take a simple approa h where all entities above a
in the ma hine list
position are
a

M

are

image that have been

ut-o positions in

M.

Re all is the per entage of annotated entities in the

orre tly predi ted to appear in the image by our algorithm, pre ision gives

orre tly

to this evaluation as the

ut-o, of whi

omputes

h the results are shown in g. 2.

ut-o value, and drops when the

onrms the hypothesis that entities with a high

ut-o value in reases.

ombined salien e and visualness have a large

probability of appearing in the image. As we in rease the

ut-o value, entities with a low

visualness and salien e are also in luded in the appearan e model.
to appear in the image, hen e the de rease of pre ision.
growing

ura y

lassied entities as being present or not present in the image. We refer

stati

We see that pre ision is high using a small
This

ut-o

ompute the average re all, pre ision and

the per entage of predi ted entities that are a tually present in the image, and a
the per entage of

ut-o position

onsidered to appear in the image and all the entities below this

onsidered not to appear in the image. We

ura y at dierent

ertain

ombined

These entities are less likely

Analogi ally, the a

ura y drops with a

ut-o value as more entities are erroneously predi ted to appear in the image. At

position 15 all entities in all texts are predi ted to appear in the

ut-o

orresponding image and re all is

97.26% (a small amount of entities were not dete ted due to errors in part-of-spee h tagging) and
pre ision is 22.96%, whi h is equal to the ratio of entities in the text that are present in the image.
We also

onsider a dierent approa h where the

ut-o position is dynami ally determined per

image-text pair by the number of obje ts annotated for that parti ular image.

This statisti

is

valuable be ause we assume that it is possible to automati ally determine the number of (salient)
entities that are re ognized in the image, whi h gives us an indi ation of a suitable

ut-o value in

A

Table 2: Average a

ura y

Baseline

79.20%

Combined visualness and salien e

89.56%

ura y over 900 image-text pairs using a dynami

ut-o value in the

ma hine ranking.

M.

For example, when trying to re ognize fa es (i.e. to dete t a fa e and then assign the

name to it) one
whi h

orre t

ould use a fa e dete tor whi h dete ts the number of fa es present in the image,

an already be performed with an a

2001). Given the number of fa es, we

ura y of above 90% for frontal fa es (Viola and Jones

an then extra t the most probable names whi h belong to

these fa es from the text.
We have

ompared our algorithm with a baseline approa h where all nouns are

entities whi h are present in the image, and are ranked a

ording to o

onsidered to be

uren e position in the text

(i.e. the rst entity in the text is given the highest ranking et .). The results of these evaluations
are given in table 2. We see here that the performan e of the baseline approa h is

omparable to

the performan e of our algorithm, although our algorithm a hieves statisti ally signi antly better
results.

The reason for this is that the short texts in our

orpus very often des ribe the most

important entities rst, then the se ond most important entities et ., whi h is the reason that this
simple heuristi

already a hieves good results.

A third evaluation of the alignment takes into a
on the suitability of this ranking and the a

ount the ma hine ranking and will espe ially fo us

urateness of the probability s ores that

ombine salien e

and visualness. First, we perform a very stri t evaluation of the ranking of the entities:

score(er ) =



1
0

i

pE (er ) == pM (er )

otherwise

(2)

er is the text entity to be judged, pE (er ) is the position of this entity in the expert ranking E
pM (er ) is the position of this entity in the ma hine ranking M . Here, a s ore of one represents

where
and

that the relevant entity is found in the text in the same ranking position as

Figure 2: Average re all, pre ision and a
stati

ut-o values in the ma hine ranking.

lassied based on the

ura y over 900 image-text pairs using dierent

Ma ro

Mi ro

Stri t

Penalty

Stri t

Penalty

Baseline

3.12%

58.30%

2.49%

56.90%

Combined visualness and salien e

69.41%

86.82%

67.56%

85.92%

Table 3:

Ma ro (eq.

entities a

4) and mi ro (eq.

5) average a

ura y of the

lassi ation of text

ording to image salien e taken over 900 image-text pairs, using a stri t (eq. 2)

and penalty-based (eq. 3) evaluation measure.

image

ontent. In all other

or positions in

E,

ases the s ore is zero. For ea h image we have a number of visual

augmented by one non-visual

always ranked last in

E.

lasses

lass, the `not present in image'- ategory, whi h is

Our evaluation determines whether these

lasses are

orre tly attributed

to the text entities.
We also want to take into a

ount the dieren es in ranking or dieren es in probability s ores in

the evaluation be ause not all errors

ount as equally important. Here for, we use a penalty-based

s ore where an entity whi h has re eived a wrong position, re eives a penalty whi h is proportional
with the distan e from the expert position:

|pE (er ) − pM (er )|
P
expert list E . Note that

score(er ) = 1 −
where
o

P

is the number of positions in the

upies the last position in

E.

We

(3)
the

lass not present in image

ould also work with absolute dieren es in probabilities, if

sensible probabilities are given by the experts. Note that in all the above s hemes, several entities
an o

upy the same position in the ranking, both for

We now

E

and

M.

ompute an average of these s ores for all texts. We do this in two ways, using mi ro and

ma ro averages. For the ma ro average, we evaluate every text separately, after whi h we average
the evaluations of all texts. This weights all texts equally, regardless of the number of entities whi h
are present in the text.

M acro =
Here
text

1X 1 X
score(er )
T t N (t) r

(4)

T is the number of texts, N (t) is the number of entities in text t and r ranges over all entities in
t. We also ompute the mi ro average. This evaluation weights every (error of ) entity ranking

equally, regardless of what text that entity belongs to.

M icro =
Here

N

omputed both the mi ro and ma ro average for the stri t (eq. 2) and the penalty-based

3) evaluation measure.

The results are shown in table 3.

a baseline approa h where all entities in a text are
ranked a
stri t

(5)

is the total sum of all entities of all texts.

We have
(eq.

1 XX
score(er )
N t r

We

ompare our approa h with

onsidered visible and where the entities are

ording to the position in the text. We see that the baseline performs very badly for the

lassi ation. Although entities in rst positions of the short texts give already a reasonable

indi ation of whi h entities are present in the image, the baseline

annot

orre tly dis riminate

these entities a

ording to salien e.

Also for the more lenient evaluation where the penalty of

mis lassi ation is proportional with the distan e in ranking position, we see that our algorithm
quite

orre tly ranks the entities a

might not be

lassied in the

ording to their importan e in the image. Although, an entity

orre t position, the distan e to its

orre t position is small. As in the

foregoing evaluation, our algorithm performs signi antly better than the baseline approa h.
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Related Resear h

Using text that a

ompanies the image for annotating images and for training image re ognition

is not new. The earliest work that only
resear h

an be

proper names,

onsidered as the

onsiders person names is by Satoh et al. (1999) and this

losest to our work.

The authors make a distin tion between

ommon nouns and other words, and dete t entities based on a thesaurus list of

persons, so ial groups and other words, thus exploiting already simple semanti s. Also a rudimentary
approa h to dis ourse analysis is followed by taking into a

ount the position of words in a text. The

results were not satisfa tory: 752 words were extra ted from video as
a

ompanying images, but only 94 were

andidates for being in the

orre t where 658 were false alams. Mori et al. (2000) learn

textual des riptions of images from surrounding texts.
from the surrounding texts when they o

ur above a

These authors lter nouns and adje tives

ertain frequen y and obtain a maximum hit

rate of top 3 words that is situated between 30 % and 40 %. Other approa hes

onsider both the

textual and image features when building an appearan e model of the image. For instan e, some
ontent is sele ted from the text (su h as person names) and from the image (su h as fa es) and
both

ontribute in des ribing the

ontent of a do ument. This approa h was followed by Barnard

et al. (2003).
Westerveld (2000)

ombines image features and words from

This author uses Latent Semanti
et al. (2005)
with a

tf

Indexing for representing the image/text pair

lassify video data into dierent topi al

often disappointing.

ontent.

spa e.
Aya he

on epts. The results of these approa hes are

The methods here represent the text as a bag of words possibly augmented

(term frequen y) x

2005). In ex eptional

ollateral text into one semanti

idf

(inverse do ument frequen y) weight of the words (Amir et al.

ases, the hierar hi al XML stru ture of a text do ument (whi h was manually

annotated) is taken into a

ount (Westerveld et al. 2005). (Berg et al. 2004) have also pro essed

the nearly parallel image-text pairs found in the Yahoo! news

orpus. They perform an analysis

of both the text (NER re ognition) and the image (fa e dete tion) to link fa es in the image with
names in the text. They do not

onsider other obje ts. By

names (text) and fa es (image) and using

onsidering all possible pairs of person

lustering with the expe tation maximization algorithm

to nd the fa es belonging to the same person. In their model they
an entity is pi tured given the textual

onsider the probability that

ontext (i.e., the part-of-spee h tags immediately prior and

after the name, the lo ation of the name in the text and the distan e to parti ular symbols su h as
(R)), whi h is learned with a probabilisti
an a

lassier in ea h step of the iteration. They obtained

ura y of 84% on person fa e re ognition, thus

onrming our ndings about the importan e

of the texts that are asso iated with an image.

8

Con lusion

Our so iety in the 21st
media. Our repositories

entury produ es giganti

amounts of data, whi h are a mixture of dierent

ontain texts interwoven with images, audio and video and we need auto-

mated ways to automati ally index these data and to automati ally nd interrelationships between
the various media

ontents.

This is not an easy task. However, if we su

eed in re ognizing and

aligning

ontent in nearly parallel image-text pairs, we might be able to use this a quired knowledge

in indexing

omparable image-text pairs (e.g., in video) by aligning

ontent in these media.

In the experiment des ribed above, we analyze the dis ourse and semanti s of texts of nearly parallel
image-text pairs in order to
present in the a

ompute the probability that an entity mentioned in the text is also

ompanying image. First, we have developed an approa h for

of ea h entity mentioned in the text. Se ondly, we have used the WordNet

omputing the salien e
lassi ation in order to

dete t the visualness of an entity, whi h is translated into a visualness probability. The

ombined

salien e and visualness provide a s ore that gives the probability that the entity is present in the
a

ompanying image.

The suitability of our approa h was su

pairs of the Yahoo! News

esfully tested on 900 image-text

olle tion. We were able to dete t the persons and obje ts in the text

that are also present in the image with an a

ura y of more than 89%, where the

is determined by the number of persons and obje ts in the image.
the ranking a

ut-o position

In addition, the a

ura y of

ording to salien e and visualness approa hes 86%. These values were substantially

better than a baseline approa h that
their position in the text.

onsiders all nouns of the text and ranks them a

Even if we

annot resolve all ambiguity, keeping the most

ording to
ondent

hypotheses generated by our textual hypotheses will greatly assist in indexing the image sour es.
In the future we hope to extrinsi ally evaluate the proposed te hnologies, e.g., by testing whether the
re ognized

ontent in the text, improves image re ognition, retrieval of multimedia sour es, mining

of these sour es, and

ross-media retrieval.

We will therefor work together with our partners in

the CLASS proje t, whi h are spe ialized in image re ognition. We want to
many images and a
media.

ompanying texts to improve

We expe t the results to improve if we

set of image-text pairs.

ombine eviden e from

ontent re ognition and disambiguation in both
onsider many good

Also, the approa h of Berg et al.

orrelations in a large data

an be augmented with our features,

namely salien e and visualness. On the other hand our approa h is also valuable when there are few
image-text pairs that pi ture a

ertain person or obje t. In addition, we will investigate how we

an

build more rened appearan e models that in orporate attributes and a tions of entities.
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